Value for Money Self-Assessment
2016/2017

Executive Summary
One Manchester is here to improve lives and transform neighbourhoods; to lead change and
empower communities; to create new opportunities and raise aspiration.
Launched in April 2015 when Eastlands Homes and City South
Manchester Housing Trust joined together in partnership,
we are a unique social business that looks to innovative
new approaches and partnerships to tackle the issues our
neighbourhoods face. Together we manage a wide range
of neighbourhoods and over 12,000 homes across South
and East Manchester. That means not being just a landlord,
but a connector and enabler of change, improvement and
opportunity in our communities, bringing social value to all
that we do.

Our strategic plan is made up of seven strategic aims and
supports corporate projects and departmental action plans
that shape each service area’s objectives for the year. Our
Value for Money Strategy (updated and adopted by Board
in March 2017) ensures that our Board, stakeholders and
customers have assurance that our resources are managed
economically, efficiently and effectively to deliver our
strategic vision.
Our review in 2015/16 outlined the business case for the
creation of One Manchester and identified a series of service
and business benefits for the communities of East and South
Central Manchester as well as longer term recurrent merger
savings of £2.78m. Government rental cuts in July of 2015
meant annual recurrent savings increased to £9.08m. A six
year efficiency and recurrent savings target and plan through
to 2020/21 was formulated. This business and savings plan
now sits at the heart of the One Manchester Strategy and
approach to VfM, and is a core detail of this self-assessment.

Our mission is
‘Creating Opportunities,
Transforming Communities,

This VfM self-assessment for 2016/17 reflects the activity
and achievements of One Manchester in its second year
reflecting progress against our seven strategies, progress
within the business and against our savings plan.

Changing Lives’ and we measure
our success not only by our financial
viability but by looking as to whether

2016/17 has been a further year of rapid change and transition
against a context of an extremely fluid national picture. Actual
rent cuts, welfare reform, cost inflation, housing growth
demand and supply pressures, local political devolution and
Brexit all added to business uncertainty. Throughout this
Board has remained focused and has been at the heart of
shaping the new organisation and delivering on its merger
business plan. Key outcomes included a finalised structure,
terms and conditions and organisational design. Services
and processes were consolidated and delivered through
a new single housing management system that went live in
November 2016. Financially the key imperative has been
delivering the savings and efficiency plan whilst advancing
(doubling) our new homes development programme.

this has been achieved.
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Delivering Value for Money
One Manchester Board reviews the efficiency of our work
through our financial reporting, annual published accounts
and this statement, and ensures we comply with industry
standards on VfM. However, delivering VfM is more than
a partnership between Board and Executive. All staff are
encouraged to identify VfM opportunities in their areas of
work. We use the following 4E criteria to assess VfM:

Our Board is aware of the impact of welfare reform and
potential threat to our rental income and is mindful of the
continued hardship faced by our residents. Our financial
resilience strategy is to not only protect our income but to help
our customers with financial challenges and employability.

We developed a VfM tracker for staff that captures savings;
income generation and other efficiencies and a VfM section
on the staff intranet helps promote a VfM culture across the
organisation. Audit and Risk Committee reviews our VfM
Strategy and draft self-assessment and it also has responsibility
for agreeing internal audit plans and considering report
recommendations including on VfM.

Savings and efficiency plan
Our six year plan covering the period to 2020/21 is included
in the body of the assessment and delivers a planned
recurrent saving of £9.08m. Our detailed work in 2016/17
has realised and delivered long term savings of £5.9m and
our operational budget for 2017/18 increases that total to
£7.4m. As noted last year, it is pleasing that the anticipated
savings and efficiencies of £2.78m in our original merger plan
have already been achieved.

Our Directors and Heads of Service are responsible for
monitoring our savings and VfM performance and ensuring
that targets are delivered. A range of techniques are
used to improve efficiency in each service area including
benchmarking with comparators and full service reviews.
Our budget and 30 year business plans are updated annually;
set out our Board’s strategic financial direction and include
targets for making efficiency gains and improvements to
services each year. Each department also works to improve
procurement of goods and services and looks for new ways
to work with partners that provide real value for money. Our
Treasury Strategy is reviewed annually to ensure that our debt
costs remain competitive and that new debt is available to
support the Board strategy.

Delivering, maintaining and utilising the above efficiencies
is at the heart of our strategic planning. Our core seven
business strategies each contribute towards delivering our
savings and efficiency plan (our proxy for VfM) but also clearly
link to the strategic use of those resources in delivering new
homes, maintaining asset investment and developing and
maintaining our communities.
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Understanding our cost drivers, being cost competitive and
deriving added value for each £1 we spend is a key part of
that. Utilising our regulator’s sector wide cost comparative
measure (the headline social housing cost per unit, HSHCPU)
allows us to benchmark our position and progress against
national comparators, and in particular how we achieve
greater efficiency going forward. At the point of merger
in March 2015 our HSHCPU was £3,624, positioning the
combined organisation with a cost base above the median
for the sector. Good progress in 2015/16 reduced that value
to £3,140 HSHCPU.

In 2016/17 £4.7m was spent on maintaining the asset value
of our properties with a budgeted investment of £6.31m in
2017/18. The Existing Use Value – Social Housing (EUV-SH) of
our stock (a measure of market value) for the group is £372m.
Our asset cover (market property value to amount borrowed)
at 307% and a low debt per unit measure at £8,963 provides
capacity to support and expand our new build and growth
aspirations. Our 30 year Business Plan shows we repay our
long term debt by year 23.
Following the tragic fire and loss of life at Grenfell Tower
in London One Manchester has identified 16 high rise
developments, of between nine and sixteen floors, with
Aluminium Composite Material (ACM) cladding to a single
elevation, two elevations or the whole building. Our clear
priority is the ongoing safety of our tenants and leaseholders
who live within those blocks and a comprehensive response,
including fire alarms, sprinklers and cladding replacement
will be undertaken in 2017/18 and 2018/19. Accordingly,
One Manchester has set aside £13m to fund this programme
of work.

Our delivery and planning now shows solid cost averages
(performance for 2016/17 is £2,582 HSHCPU) below the
sector median, with lower costs than average in the period
from 2015/16 to 2020/21. Our operating margin, as a
measure of profitability is also moving in the right direction,
improving from 17.6% 2014/15, 24.0% 2015/16, 31.0% for
2016/17 and a budget estimate of 33.6% for 2017/18 against
the sector average of 27.6%. Our surplus for the financial
year has also improved from £9.3m (2015/16) to £15.9m
(2016/17). We have signed up to the sector scorecard pilot
(15 efficiency indicators) to help understand our core financial
performance. These core cash earnings continue to be
retained and support our new build growth plans.

New build and stock growth
Our 2016 VfM self-assessment highlighted Board’s response
to the July 2015 -1% rent cut with the reset of our business plan
and budget in September 2015. Our planning preserved and
protected our pre-merger business plan to deliver 559 new
homes, at a cost of £72.31m but also demonstrated Board’s
commitment to expansion of our new homes programme.
The emerging growth programme in August 2016 was of the
order of 969 units (an increase of the order of 73% in units) in
the period to 2021/22, and a total cost of £136.8m.

Assets
Our Asset Performance Evaluation Model now underpins all
our major repairs and capital investment work. We hold a net
present value (NPV, a measure of the future value of an asset)
and sustainability set of measures for each of our housing
units that allow us to plan at a street and neighbourhood
level. Managing “place” where our homes are located is
one of our core 7 strategies and this local and strategic
information allows us to assess and inform the long term
return on investment and our estate masterplanning. To date
we have carried out 18 options appraisals that have resulted
in 2 of our masterplanning exercises, 2 schemes referred for
conversion and 3 sites for redevelopment.

The growth programme expansion supported our successful
bid to the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) in autumn
2016 – 765 new homes, supported by £22.8m of grant from
the Shared Ownership and Affordable Homes Programme
(SOAHP) will be delivered from 2016-2021. Our business plan
agreed by Board in March 2017 now includes new homes
growth of 1,063 units at a capital value of £151m. Our overall
programme has doubled in size from the point of merger in
April 2015.
An additional £25m of funding was put in place in June 2017
with one of our key funders, the Royal Bank of Scotland and
that will support a busy programme of work in 2017/18 with
a planned business plan budget of £32.5m new homes
expenditure (representing in the order of 515 homes)
completing or in development through the year.
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Self-Assessment Conclusion
Our full self-assessment includes a four page summary that
demonstrates how we comply with the key themes of the
VfM standard and also highlights that require further work
and understanding. We clearly map out how we intend to
deliver further efficiencies over the next five years and how
that will positively impact on our headline social housing cost
per unit measure.
Following a robust assessment of our compliance statement
and supporting detail the Board of One Manchester concludes
that we have good evidence to support compliance with the
expected outcomes of the VfM standard, but recognise that
there are some areas of VfM activity (e.g. energy efficiency,
benchmarked costs and the savings plan) that continue to
require ongoing appraisal, review and challenge.

Bernard Priest
Chair of the Board
One Manchester

100 hours free
room hire given
to community
groups
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Compliance Statement
VfM standard expectations

Our compliance 2016/17

1. Has a robust approach
to making decisions on the
use of resources to deliver
our objectives, including an
understanding of the trade-offs
and opportunity costs of its
decisions.

An updated 30 year financial plan was adopted by the Board in September 2015 in
response to the -1 % rent cut. This was revisited as part of the normal planning cycle
in March 2017 in setting the 2017/18 budget. It was again revisited in July 2017 as
part of our response to the Grenfell Tower tragedy.
There is a detailed stress testing plan associated with our business plan updates.
The annual budget process in 2016/17 and 2017/18 was robust.

See the following pages of the
assessment:
Business plan & budget setting:
10; 11; 12
Global Accounts benchmarking:
37; 38; 39; 40; 41
One Manchester gains 2016/17:
47; 48; 49

We performed strongly against our funding covenants.
The new build appraisal model parameters were reviewed in December 2016 and
independently validated by Savill’s. A new sub group, the Development Appraisal
Group, was established from across the business and meets regularly to review,
challenge and recommend schemes for Board approval.
The Group’s Governance structure was revised to include the addition of a nonexecutive Growth Committee to scrutinise and monitor the growth programme.
The new HCA headline social housing cost per unit (HSHCPU £k) has informed our
benchmarking against our relevant peers.
The savings plan clearly demonstrates progress through to 2020/21 in achieving
recurrent savings of £9.08m a year.
The summary expenditure/income and leveraging of resources table (One
Manchester gains 2016/17) demonstrates the range of activities and VfM themes.

2. Understands the return on
our assets and has a strategy
for optimising the future returns
on assets – including rigorous
appraisal of all potential options
for improving VfM, including the
potential benefits in alternative
delivery models measured against
our purpose and objectives.

See the following pages of the
assessment:

The growth development strategy (including new build and major asset investment
spend) is supported by an Asset Performance Evaluation (APE) model that analyses
the financial, social and economic performance and thus the value of the stock
to the organisation over the life of the Business Plan and beyond. It has been
developed in conjunction with the mission, vision and aims of the Group.
The APE model is in turn supported by stock data that includes condition surveys,
Energy Performance Certificates as well as customer satisfaction and other socio
economic factors.
In 2016/17 the APE model has been used to validate each major asset investment
project. Separately it is being used to identify option appraisals and inform future
investment strategy at an estate planning “masterplanning” level.

Asset position, performance, APE,
planning: 20; 21; 22
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Compliance Statement
VfM standard expectations

Our compliance 2016/17

3. Has performance management
and scrutiny functions which are
effective at driving and delivering
improved VfM performance.

•

High level key performance information is reported to Board on a quarterly
basis.

•

We have a detailed merger and savings plan that identifies key projects
and areas of savings. This is our core VfM delivery plan in both 2016/17 and
2017/18.

See the following pages of the
assessment:

•

A Board sub group, the Implementation Group has met through the year and
monitored progress against our merger and savings plan. It completed its two
year review in a successful end of project Board report in July 2017. The report
also usefully includes lessons learnt through that period.

•

Our internal auditors have regularly updated Audit Committee on good
progress against our implementation/merger plans.

•

Two of our development schemes (Folkestone Road and Stanley Grove)
were independently audited by our Regulator the Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA) and given a green (top) status.

•

Our Operations Committee monitors business and service delivery
performance in detail each quarter.

•

Benchmarking is conducted through HouseMark (a sector specialist
benchmarking company) quarterly and annually.

•

Implemented new financial golden rules in March 2017 which influence our
investment decisions.

Merger & savings plan: 10; 11; 12
HouseMark Benchmarking: 42;
43; 44; 45; 46

4. Understands the costs and
outcomes of delivering specific
services and which underlying
factors influence these costs and
how they do so.

The self-assessment shows clear evidence of current and past performance on
management and maintenance costs when benchmarking against the HCA’s
Global Accounts data (we compare the two organisations at the point of merger,
and following it). We have also signed up to the sector scorecard pilot but results
are not yet available. Our focus is also to understand our cost base going forward
against the HCA headline social housing cost per unit. For example, the data for
2016/17 (current HouseMark benchmarking) show the organisation to be in a
better than average position for all associations by:
•

Our operating surplus.

•

Our headline social housing cost per unit has reduced to £2,582 in 2016/17
from £3,140 in 2015/16.

•

Our void losses.
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Compliance Statement
VfM standard expectations

Our compliance 2016/17

See the following pages of the
assessment:

•

Our debt per unit.

•

The self-assessment also shows costs compared to performance for each of the
Association’s activity areas.

•

The self-assessment shows our understanding of cost drivers and the impact
that these have across the most significant areas of spend for the organisation.

•

The organisation’s current savings are detailed in the self-assessment by a high
level extract from the savings plan detailing progress and achievements in
2016/17.

•

Separately, granular information shows one-off and recurring savings at a more
detailed level. This also includes income generation and leveraging of third
party resources.

•

The development of new homes.

•

We expect to continue to make recurrent annual cost efficiencies as we deliver
our new build development programme. In overall terms we anticipate making
a recurrent net saving from our budget of £9.08m by 2020/21.

•

Our surplus for the 2016/17 financial year and operating margin demonstrate
financial control and strong covenant compliance.

•

One Manchester has updated its treasury, financial and security capacity
measures and its March 2017 business plan includes an overall new homes
growth target of 1,063 units.

•

A successful HCA bid for grant of £22.8m to support 765 new homes through
the Shared Ownership Affordable Homes Programme.

•

Targets for future saving through to 2020/21 are presented in this selfassessment. They split once again between short term and other savings and
efficiencies and future plans for re-investment.

•

Has revisited and updated its VfM strategy as at March 2017.

•

A new delegatory framework incorporating Financial Regulations and Scheme
of Delegation was approved by Board in January 2017.

Cost performance
(Global Accounts): 37; 38; 39;
40; 41
Cost performance &
understanding across key
business areas inc. overheads:
32; 33; 34; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41;
42; 43; 44; 45; 46
Savings plan & future savings:
10; 11; 12
New homes:
26; 27; 28; 29
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Compliance Statement
VfM standard expectations

Our compliance 2016/17

5. Annually publishes a robust
self-assessment which sets out
in a way that is transparent and
accessible to stakeholders how
we are achieving VfM in our
purpose and objectives.

One Manchester’s self-assessment of how we meet the HCA Value for Money
standard is published on our website by the 30 September each year, along with
key highlights for residents included in our autumn annual report.

6. Recognises areas of weakness
and areas where further work is
being undertaken to help our
understanding of costs, service
delivery, asset utilisation and
financial performance.

The following areas will be addressed in 2017/18:

See the following pages of the
assessment:
Masterplanning projects:
19; 20

•

To continue to maintain the good progress on delivering the savings plan
and deliver the 2017/18 budget.

•

To move forward on masterplanning projects in Hulme and Beswick.

•

Solutions for our identified poorest energy efficient properties.

•

To undertake further analysis of management costs and overheads to
challenge our operating performance against 2017/18 budget and
predicted future costs.

Energy efficiency:
22
Analysis of management
costs & overheads:
32; 33; 34; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41;
42; 43; 44; 45; 46
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Cumulative Efficiency and Savings Plan
Review of Organisational Costs
Merger and business planning
Housing association investment is based on long term
capital growth in property value and in building new homes
and is delivered through long term business and financial
planning over 30 years. In 2015/16 Board responded to
the national -1% rent cut by overhauling its pre-merger 30
year business plan (BP) agreed in March 2015. It updated its
planned business savings in September 2015 from £2.78m
per annum to £9.08m. Table 1 below shows an extract from

that plan, summary progress, and at an overview level the
delivery of that recurrent annual saving by 2020/21. Board’s
prompt response has enabled us to in fact double our new
homes growth target and maintain our asset investment
programmes whilst also delivering real savings in the costs of
our services over the same period. This theme is returned to
later in the section on our overall social housing cost per unit
cross cutting measure.

Table 1: Future One Manchester Cumulative Efficiency and Savings Plan
OM
Year 3

OM
Year 4

OM
Year 5

OM
Year 6

Current
Achieved

Total

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

(Annualised)

Cumulative

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Identified items in amended
Business Plan

-

570

370

250

-

1,190

Identified savings from Projects

-

253

350

-

-

603

Efficiencies & improvements
(Digital by Design, performance
improvements)

-

-

368

-

-

368

Total savings required 2018/19 to
2020/21

-

823

1,088

250

-

2,161

Cumulative savings achieved to
date as at 2017/18 budget.
Recognising savings achieved in
excess of savings plan target

7,418

-

-

-

7,418

7,418

(223)

(268)

-

-

-

(491)

Total cumulative savings at
2020/21 from Savings Plan

7,195

-

-

-

7,418

9,088
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Within the detail of the table savings have been delivered
through a series of the seven cross organisational strategies.
Priorities include improved levels of rent recovery, effective
service charge cost identification and charging and limiting
bad debts.

Procurement delivers savings by larger scale market
testing and by streamlined services, including in-house
service delivery allowing greater cost and quality control.
Departmental budgets have been capped on the basis of
targeted priorities and cost control.

Staffing is the most significant variable business cost. The
focus has been on an overall reduction in the cost and staff
establishment (headcount) and limiting growth in the overall
pay bill going forward.

A significant investment in single organisation wide ICT
systems was undertaken in 2016/17 that will deliver smarter
ways of working and service efficiencies. Table 2 below
details progress to date in 2016/17 and planned efficiencies
for 2017/18.

Table 2: Efficiency and savings plan – progress in 2016/17 and planned efficiencies for 2017/18
One Manchester Cumulative Efficiency
and Savings Plan – performance to date

Yr2

Yr3

31/03/17
Achieved

2016/17
(Budget)

2017/18
(Budget)

(Annualised)

£'000

£'000

£'000

Identified Items in Amended Business Plan: Includes pay
award inflation, rents collection performance (including bad
debts and voids), office consolidation and RTB activity

1,450

1,760

1,385

Staffing Savings: Includes posts saved from VES
programme, restructure and merger consolidation

3,435

3,530

3,530

Identified Savings from Projects: Includes procurement and
savings, e.g. insurance retender and fleet renewal

490

937

477

Savings from General Departmental Budgets – additional to
above savings

362

1,176

519

Efficiencies & Improvements (Digital by Design,
performance improvements)

3

15

15

Total Achieved/Budgeted Savings

5,740

7,418

5,926

Total Savings Target in Business Plan

4,270

7,195
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was £235k for insurances. They contribute to an overall
realised recurrent saving of £477k by March 2017 against
our overall target of £490k.

Table 2 highlights progress in 2016/17 and plans for 2017/18.
Following benchmarking with peers and an assessment of
historic rent and service charge performance, both bad debt
and void targets were reduced from 4% to 2.5% prioritising
the effective and efficient collection of all income. In 2016/17
voids performed well at 0.46% against a 1% target, realising
a within year budget saving of £272k. Bad debts at 0.7%
against a budget target of 1.5% realised a within year budget
saving of £378k. Salary pay awards have again been held at
1%. These contribute to an overall realised recurrent saving of
£1,385k by March 2017 against our overall target of £1,450k,
a shortfall of £65k.

The procurement project continues in 2017/18. The main
elements include the full year effect of retenders including
insurances, changes to the concierge contract and contact
centre. The overall budget saving at March 2018 is £937k.
General departmental budget savings include changes to
ways of working, the benefits of a single ICT platform that
allows more streamlined and smarter service delivery and
challenging and stopping unnecessary spend. The overall
impact at March 2017 is an annual recurrent saving of £519k
against a target of £362k. The budget for 2017/18 looks to
build upon the £519k realised savings to date with a further
within year recurrent saving of £657k. Repairs now operates
on a single platform and has introduced a new repairs policy
– it is one of the biggest contributors to our planned 2017/18
savings target.

Maintaining these levels of performance will underpin the
2017/18 budget savings target of £1,760k.
An organisation wide staff restructure was undertaken
and completed by March 2016. Board has managed and
maintained those staff savings since then. The overall impact
at March 2017 is an annual recurrent staff cost saving of
£3,530k against a target of £3,435k. Maintaining staffing
in these areas and the current planned levels will retain the
overall achieved saving at £3,530k at March 2018.

The outturn 2016/17 savings at March 2017 of £5,926k
shows good performance against the budget estimate
of £5,740k and very strong over performance, £1,656k
achieved above target, against savings in our 30 year
business plan of £4,270k. The outturn for March 2018,
£7,418k is embedded in our 2017/18 budgets. This would
achieve 82% of our 5 year savings target of £9,088k by
2020/21.

Projects include a range of procurement exercises
including retender (e.g. insurances) and rationalisation
(e.g. vehicle fleet), bringing services in-house (payroll and
grounds maintenance) and service changes/redesign
e.g. concierge. The majority of those were completed in
2015/16. The main within year budget saving in 2016/17

Caretakers carrying
out previously
outsourced work savings £10k
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One Manchester Strategies
In 2017 we refreshed our Value for Money Strategy in
response to the changes in national context and, to support
our strategic aims, we developed eight VfM objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Delivery of our Savings Plan
Understanding our Costs
Assets, Place and Growth
Procurement
Regulatory Compliance and Tenant Scrutiny
Performance
Customer Insight and Satisfaction
Investment in Colleagues

These objectives are clearly visible and measured in
each of the seven strategies we introduced in last year’s
self-assessment and can also be seen in our compliance
statement and this diagram demonstrates the governance
structure in place which ensures VfM is delivered across the
business at One Manchester and as intrinsic themes in each
strategy.

BOARD

CUMULATIVE EFFICIENCY & SAVINGS PLAN
STRATEGIC POSITIONING
TRANSFORMING SERVICES FOR CUSTOMERS
PLACE
AUDIT & RISK

SOCIAL INNOVATION AND PARTNERSHIP

SCRUTINY
PANEL

GROWTH AND DIVERSIFICATION
ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY
FINANCIAL RESILIENCE

VALUE FOR MONEY

The VfM Strategy is linked to our 2017-2020 Strategic Plan
and also to our 30 year Business Plan.

reducing waste and duplication; standardising and
simplifying systems; an increase in the use of technology by
staff; more self-service by customers; better management of
assets and getting the most from partnerships. These are
evidenced throughout this self-assessment.

For One Manchester VfM is a business need and not just
a compliance requirement. It means better procurement;
getting things right first time across the organisation;
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Strategy 1 - Strategic Positioning
The focus of this strategy is how to tell the One Manchester story – who we are, what we do
and why. We want to deepen the relationships we currently have and seek new partners
and connections. We will take an active role in Greater Manchester to ensure our current
and future customers and places are connected to opportunities of devolution and growth,
meaning more jobs and opportunities for our customers.
Communications and Marketing

One Manchester Website

We have a specialist Communications and Marketing Team
to help us achieve this. The team manages our strategic
communications to multiple stakeholder groups (the media,
strategic and community partners, customers, leaseholders,
local councillors and MP’s, employees and suppliers) and
provides a marketing support service to all areas of the
business. They are involved, to a greater or lesser degree, in
all of our seven strategies.

Last year we invested in a new, single One Manchester
website where previously we were managing and maintaining
four. The older sites varied in content management systems,
some of which were bespoke with limited functionality and
held out of date content. The new site utilises a modern and
flexible content management system allowing us to manage
our website on a daily basis, creating new and engaging
content and articles; video guides and the promotion of
events and activities for customers and stakeholders to get
involved with. The website is our communications hub where
people can access information on our landlord services and
performance, community events, support with training,
jobs and money advice. We also rolled out the new One
Manchester brand across all areas of the business, from fleet
to uniforms and all marketing and communications.

Last year we recruited additional specialist marketing skills
to the team as an alternative to outsourcing this activity to
specialist agencies as it is more cost effective to have these
skills in-house. These new skills are largely in the areas of digital
and online marketing which allows us to take advantage of
the more cost effective marketing channels such as email
and social media. These channels are also measurable so we
can build up a knowledge of our audience; which activities
work and which don’t and help us identify what people are
interested in. This will drive our communication strategies
that target specific groups at the most appropriate time to
get the maximum response and engagement.

Strategic and Regional Influence
Strategically, we are an active member of Greater Manchester
Housing Providers and lead on the growth, employment and
skills agenda for Greater Manchester. We are also a member
of GM Futures – an alliance of organisations that collaborate
to deliver Greater Manchester’s employment and skills
ambitions.

Our focus is on creating great content that people want to
know about and share and we produce short videos for those
who prefer a more visual and audio format. We continue to
provide communications in traditional printed formats but
we need to be fit for the future in terms of channel shift as new
customers and audiences come through with expectations
of modern engagement channels. As we reduce the reliance
on more expensive, traditional formats our marketing costs
will consequently reduce.

We need to be able to represent the diverse needs of our
customers and communities, so that they benefit from this
exciting time for the region. To do this, we involve ourselves
in the conversations that are happening across the region,
planning for the future. We’re working:
•

We also recruited a team member with commercial house
builder marketing experience to support our growth agenda
by marketing our new developments. Our new housing
tenures of market rent, shared ownership and rent to buy are
aimed at new audiences and the team is now well placed
to support our growth team to maximise occupancy in our
new homes, ensuring that the properties deliver the returns
required to meet the business plan.

•
•
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With the city to influence how we can set priorities and
deliver better services together
In partnership with other registered providers across
Greater Manchester to give us a greater collective voice
Locally with individuals, community groups and social
enterprises to make long lasting improvements to
places and lives

for Employment programme funded by £400k from
the European Social Fund and Skills Funding Agency –
with One Manchester leading the housing association
delivery. This project officially launched in February 2016
and will run until July 2019 by which point 6,000 local
people should have benefitted from the wide range of
opportunities available to help get people ‘job-ready’.

We have the opportunity to truly establish ourselves as
much more than just a housing provider – we are here
to improve the places where people live and work. We
are helping people into work; to set up businesses; to
manage their money and improve their general wellbeing
and we are working with partners to do all of this. We
have put in place a number of measures to determine
the success of this investment including the number of
work placements; volunteer placements and apprentices
employed; and the number of people supported through
our financial advice service.

In 2017/18 we will:
• Advocate on behalf of our customers to ensure they are
able to benefit from emerging opportunities
• Create opportunities for customers to build their
resilience, skills and choice and by doing so mitigate the
impact of welfare reform
• Review and develop our partnerships to ensure we
have the right ones in place to support customers with
increased skills, employment and other areas of life
• Undertake a survey of our partners and stakeholders to
assess what they think of us and how we can strengthen
relationships

As we want everyone who comes into contact with us to
know the full range of services and support we offer, we
have collated detailed case studies on all areas of our work
that are available on our website - www.onemanchester.
co.uk/who-we-are/about-us/our-work. These evidence
the work we are doing to stakeholders and also
demonstrate our track record as a partner that delivers
when applying for project funding. As an example, the
‘Skills for Employment’ case study showcases the Skills

Digital
consultation –
savings £10k
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Strategy 2 - Transforming Services for Customers
This strategy will help us provide accessible, efficient and reliable services to customers that
meet their different needs. We will improve and modernise the way in which we deliver
services by offering access to services through a range of channels. Our aim is to have high
quality online services that are easy for customers to use, allowing us to reduce the cost of
delivering services, reinvest in other areas and reduce our overall costs. This may mean doing
things a little differently, such as working with others to deliver services from a shared location
thereby sharing the costs. We will also ensure we have real customer behaviour data to help
us identify and target those who are most in need of our services.
Digital Transformation

Renegotiation and rationalisation of our 3rd party support
and maintenance agreement around our network and server
architecture has generated annual savings of c£30k.

The new One Manchester website has delivered enhanced
online services enabling customers to self-serve. Customers
can pay rent online; view rent transactions and balance
information; and update contact information and, in autumn
2017, we will introduce an online repairs ordering and
management service. As customers increasingly self-serve
online we can reduce transaction costs from face to face and
telephone enquiries.

The adoption of new, flexible and mobile working models
is driving investment in new hardware. Mobile working
solutions are being introduced throughout the operational
teams – Grounds Maintenance, Cleaning, Communities,
Financial Inclusion, Surveyors and Void Planning in addition to
responsive repair operatives – with the aim of more efficiently
delivering our current services.

In 2016 One Manchester introduced an Electronic
Documents and Records Management (EDRM) software
solution. The primary benefits of the EDRM solution are
that it will reduce our printing and copying requirements;
reduce the amount of office space needed for storage of
files; improve the security of data held and improve staff
efficiency as information is accessible from desktops. In
2017/18 it is expected that EDRM will further assist our digital
transformation programme by providing customers with
secure self-service access to their information.

Our acquisition of and planned move to a new office base has
meant that consolidation and renewal of our service provider
contracts for printing, mobile phones, landlines, wide area
networking and off-premise managed services planned for
2015/16 were deferred pending a redesign aligned with the
new location strategy. We are targeting savings in excess
of £50k pa, with improved service, enhanced functionality
and lower pro-rata costs and an enhanced and more
flexible operating model, resilience and business continuity
capability.

ICT
In the 2015/16 statement we set out our ICT investment plans
for 2016/17. These included the replacement of two housing
management systems with one consolidated system. This
project was successfully delivered with benefits for both
staff and customers in terms of efficiency as all business
information is held in a single system enabling staff to quickly
and easily access what they need to do to provide services to
our customers. The new housing management system also
established a platform for digital enablement of processes
and a mobile platform for staff. Savings in licensing and
maintenance of the replaced systems of £108k per annum are
being crystallised in the current year. Also included was the
relicensing of our desktop productivity software to ‘Office
365’ which has saved £21k on a recurrent annual basis.

Contact Centre
In March 2017 we merged the CSM and EH contact centres
into a single contact centre with one call queue – albeit whilst
still currently delivering front facing services from 3 other
locations. This not only improved efficiency but allowed us
to improve consistency of service delivery and drive more
effective performance within the team. The launch of the
new housing management system initially created some
challenges, most notably illustrated by an increase in average
call handling times. However, one contact centre location has
supported a co-ordinated effort to both reduce handling times
and overall call volumes through a range of actions. These
include improvements to IT processes for logging income
and repairs contacts which together account for the majority
and a reduction in repeat calls by addressing service standard
delivery. In 2017/18 we are actively promoting self-service via
the website and we are launching an automated telephone
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rent payment line which should have a significant impact on
rent related call volumes. Further efficiencies will be realised
this year as we review our customer facing offer. Additional
capacity will be released through a reduced need for as many
advisors at remote locations.

The business case for the new service aims to realise cash
savings of c£468k in 2017/18. The longer term benefits of
service transformation will enable us to deliver added value
by providing a service we could deliver to other customers
in the future.

Repairs Service

Gas Servicing

Our One Manchester repairs policy went live at the same time
as the new housing management system replacing the legacy
CSM and EH policies in November 2016. The policy sets out
our value for money approach to the provision of a modern,
efficient and accessible service offer for repairing, maintaining
and improving our homes under the transforming services for
customers banner. These two events were the first key steps in
our repairs service modernisation programme that will evolve
over the next two years.

The historical context pre and post merger was that gas
servicing was carried out by the EH in-house team and a
CSM sub-contractor. A strategic plan objective was to bring
the entire service in-house from April 2017, contributing to
our savings plan through economies of scale and greater
efficiency. This was approved by Board in October 2016.
This aims to not only ensure consistency of service and
standards but will align with the new gas servicing module in
the new IT system. Efficiencies will also be achieved through
the consolidation of supervisory roles that are currently
duplicated. It is estimated that savings will be in the region
of £109k in 2017/18 with further savings of c£30k anticipated
during 2018/19 by the in-house team carrying out commercial
gas installations servicing which is currently sub contracted.

The objectives of the policy are to:
• Set out a consistent offer across the Group
• Align the service response to customer needs and the
efficient use of resources
• Simplify the service in terms of priorities and response
times
• Improve customer access via an appointment led
service with extended working hours
• Use intelligent analysis to identify and respond to areas
of high repairs demand/property neglect
• Clarify repair responsibilities between the Group and
customers
• Improve our customers’ ability to be less dependent on
the repairs service for minor repairs via the provision of
training and support

Grounds Maintenance Service
The position at merger was that grounds maintenance was
carried out by the CSM in-house team and EH via a contract
ending in October 2016. Again, a strategic objective was to
bring the entire service in-house from April 2017 for the same
reasons as gas servicing. In addition to the contribution this
will make to the savings plan – the overall in-house service
will deliver a budget saving of c£69k in 2017/18 – we will
maintain existing and develop new partnerships and external
clients to generate income and positively contribute to our
communities. The grounds maintenance team generated a
total additional income of £51k in 2016/17 from three external
contracts.

Last year we introduced a new One Manchester branded
fleet at a reduced cost to the business which saved £146k as
required in the business savings plan. This fleet is more fuel
efficient and annual fuel savings are expected of c£9k.
The next phases of the programme will:
• Ensure strong management control over budgets to
reduce costs and inefficiency
• Ensure consistency and reliability of service
• Realise an increase in operational productivity by
embracing new technology and management of
resources
• See improved efficiency and reduced inconvenience to
customers via an increase in repairs completed in one
visit
• Reduce the use of sub-contractors
• Implement innovative ways of delivering services such
as MOT’s, handyperson service, repairs guidance and
DIY training for customers
• Align the repairs service more closely to our asset
management strategy
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Customer Insight, Satisfaction and Scrutiny

based, measured analytical approach to capturing the
right customer satisfaction and expectation data to inform
performance, service improvement and delivery, and quality
of life. This is an efficient and effective way of customer
feedback influencing the services we provide.

Customer insight data is now available for 70% of customers.
Understanding our customers will help us ensure that we are
delivering appropriate services and making support available
in the right place, at the right time and in a way that is readily
accessible.

Earlier this year we tested the questions via a survey of those
customers for which we held email addresses. The survey
was sent to 3,812 tenants (c. 32%) of whom 321 (8.4%)
responded. A 0-10 response scale was used with 0 being
‘not at all’ and 10 being ‘very’. The survey included open
questions for residents to add detail to their responses and tell
us how they think we could improve services. This provided
actionable insight into both individual and neighbourhood
issues. The results have been shared across the organisation
and are being used as a basis to inform how we can improve
both services and tenants’ lives.

The HACT (Housing Association Charitable Trust) customer
satisfaction project – of which we are a project partner - that
aims to develop a new approach for measuring and analysing
resident satisfaction, is in its final year and we aim to have our
new approach to gathering both customer satisfaction and
actionable insight in place by December 2017. A pilot of
our approach is underway with HACT undertaking detailed
analysis of the results on our behalf. The survey includes
not only transactional questions but also questions on
trust; communication; life satisfaction and issue prediction
as in the chart below. The aim is to establish an evidenced

Each year we meet with our resident Scrutiny Panel whose
role it is to carefully consider, question and challenge the
content of this self-assessment before signing it off for formal
approval. This is an opportunity to provide their opinion
on how we can improve performance and potentially
save money. VfM is communicated more widely with the
publication of this self-assessment on our website but also via
our annual report that will be sent out with our autumn tenant
newsletter.

•
•

•
•

In 2017/18 we will:
• Identify further efficiencies in the repairs service
• Increase productivity and reduce the cost of repairs
through measurement and analysis of repairs data
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Put appropriate tools in place to measure and evidence
customer satisfaction
Increase the percentage of customers accessing
services digitally following the introduction of the new
website – 535 customers had registered by May 2017 –
4.4% of tenancies
Ensure customer insight data is held on 80% of
customers
Launch a first time fix project across the organisation
to improve our efficiency and effectiveness in service
delivery

Strategy 3 - Place
With this strategy, One Manchester’s vision is to be a place leader across our neighbourhoods,
Manchester and Greater Manchester. We want to lead and influence the management and
investment in places to ensure they develop, grow and thrive. We are working with customers
and partners to develop place plans and investing in our homes and smart technology to
make the best use of our stock and to keep it to the highest standard possible, ensuring a
comfortable place to live for all our customers.
Place Plans

Masterplanning

Last year we said we would develop place plans and this
work is underway with three pilot areas identified – Ardwick,
Clayton and Abbey Hey. We have a wealth of information to
feed into the plans from both internal and external sources
e.g. rent arrears, anti-social behaviour, voids, health. We are
bringing this information together and talking to customers,
groups and businesses in the pilot areas to ensure that we
are targeting resources appropriately and effectively and
supporting communities to grow in a much more joined-up
way.

The regeneration of our existing neighbourhoods as a way to
bring growth in terms of a residential and economic offer is
encompassed in our proposal to masterplan some locations
within our existing footprint. The drivers for this approach are
around the refresh of existing poor performing holdings and
tenures; the better and more effective use of the footprint
we occupy; the connection of locations to ongoing and
planned economic regeneration close by; and enabling our
residents and neighbourhoods to benefit from the growth
that Manchester is seeing.

Private Rented Sector

In 2016/17 four locations were identified and our plans for two
align to the ambitious plans within the Eastlands Regeneration
Framework. This will see significant prioritisation of resources
into these areas as we work with MCC, Manchester Life and
other partners to understand requirements, options and
timelines. In a third area land assembly opportunities will
be considered in partnership with a private developer with
interests in neighbourhood. The fourth area is surrounded
by city centre fringe and gateway developments and there
are plans on a neighbouring local authority side for residential
development. We will continue to discuss partnering
options in this area but our resources will be focused on east
Manchester first. These projects will take place over a 5-10
year period with the majority of work on site towards the end
of this period.

We are actively looking to grow our private sector
management offer as an intervention and growth tool for our
Place strategy. This is developing into two strands. The first
and further progressed is the management of larger scale PRS
for third parties. The second, the scoping and development
of a suite of interventions and offers, including providing cost
effective services for small scale landlords which deliver the
stabilisation and improvement of place, is currently being
supported by Campbell Tickell.
One Manchester will manage 61 properties on a 20 year
lease in Ben Street, Clayton on behalf of Manchester City
Council (MCC) from early 2018. These properties have
been vacant for 8 years. The properties will be refurbished
during 2017/18 and the initiative will improve an area that has
suffered from lack of investment for many years and that fits
with our Place based approach to regeneration. We are also
purchasing a further 12 properties adjacent to the Ben Street
regeneration area that will be refurbished for affordable rent.
These include 5 void properties and 7 occupied homes. This
will provide a renewed affordable rent offer within the area to
compliment the market rent properties we are leasing from
MCC. These streets are expected to benefit from increased
public and private investment leading to greater demand and
values over time. The area is in close proximity to Sportcity
regeneration and this investment will ensure a whole
neighbourhood approach is taken to that regeneration.

Electronic sign
up packs savings £1000
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Asset Performance

Table 3:
One Manchester asset performance table

In September 2015 we implemented Asset Performance
Evaluation (APE) modelling as introduced in last year’s VfM
self-assessment. APE looks at the long term sustainability of
each of our neighbourhoods and shapes and updates our
long-term asset strategy. The model also enables analysis at
individual property level.

APE 2015

Since the implementation of APE we have systematically
analysed and effectively targeted areas for improvement
using an active asset management approach. So far we
have carried out 18 options appraisals that have resulted in
2 of the masterplanning exercises; 2 conversion schemes
and 3 potential redevelopment sites. We also assessed the
feasibility of our 2016/17 investment programme against
the model. The model has enabled us to identify and cost
appropriate options to asset groups and properties that have
been appraised, to help improve the financial performance of
our stock and also demonstrate the financial and social return
on investment to support our Value for Money Strategy.
The model has also helped identify areas with poor demand
and high turnover. For example, the appraisal of bedsit
accommodation at Springbridge Road (as below) highlighted
the potential conversion from bedsit accommodation to 1 and
2 bedroom flats that would help improve the sustainability
and financial viability of the properties. The model will be
further updated in 2017/18 after our stock condition survey
currently being carried out by Savill’s – the results of which
will feed into the model. Asset performance (2015) is shown
in table 3.

Stock totals

12,140

NPV total

£165,145,682

NPV per unit

£13,603

Average sustainability
score

5.52

Units below £0-£1

210

Units £1-£15,000

3,660

Units £15,000+

8,270

Average rent

£79.07

Average maintenance
costs per unit

£744

Average management
costs per unit

£1,280

Stock condition costs

£297,154,254

Stock conditions costs per
unit

£24,477

Valuation

£989,481,000

Assets team pro bono services for our
communities totalling £10,350:
• PM and QS services to the Place £4,800
• Moss Side Powerhouse £1,800
• Pakistani Community Centre £950
• Aquarius Centre £1,500
• Levenshulme Library £1,300
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2015

Table 4: One Manchester NPV table
30 yr
NPV pu

Performance
description

Number of
units

% units

Total 30 yr
NPV

NPV per unit

Below £0

Poor

210

1.73%

-£1,186,631

-£5,651

£0-10,000

Marginal

3,660

30.15%

£25,295,435

£6,911

Above
£10,000

Good

8,270

68.12%

£141,036,878

£17,054

£165,145,682

£13,603

Total

12,140

Table 4 above is a more detailed picture of the financial
performance of our assets based on the 2015 results. We
expect the results to change positively in part due to reduced
repairs expenditure, the addition of market rented properties
and refined 30 year stock condition costs.

•

We continue to use Government data on the Indices of
Multiple Deprivation and a range of internal data to establish
our sustainability scores by asset group. Asset groups in
areas of weaker sustainability are characterised by high levels
of deprivation relating to health and employment as well as
issues of affordability, low numbers of choice based lettings
bids and high turnover.

•

•

•

•

In 2017/18 an investment action plan will be developed
that will aid the investment decision making process –
demonstrating VfM, business plan affordability and linking
with the results of the CROHM model (see Energy and
Sustainability) on energy efficiency improvements to also
help reduce fuel costs for our residents. A revised 30 year
investment profile will be produced allowing us to manage
critical points in the business plan cash flow. A sustainability
action plan will also be produced to identify interventions
needed to help improve low sustainability stock.

•

•

•

Another outcome of the APE model has been the
commencement of the ‘revalue’ project – a 2 year project
working with EU organisations on the impact that retrofit/
investment has on the valuation of our stock – the outcome
of which will inform the financial valuation element of the
APE model.

The remodelling of Springbridge Road from 6
flats/bedsits to 4 x 1 bed and 1 x 2 bed flats with a
conversion from social to market rent
An appraisal of a 4 bedroom house at Scargill Close
recently returned to us from Social Services with a
plan to let at affordable rent
Disposal of a miscellaneous house on Scarisbrook
Road that is isolated from our core stock and has a
strong market value of £240k
Conversion of the Chrysalis Centre – returned to us
after use as a children’s nursery – into 2 houses at
affordable rent
An appraisal of a 6 bedroom extended house on
Princess Road previously leased to MCC Social
Services to include a sharing option or disposal
An appraisal of a large Victorian property on Burford
Road currently comprised of 6 bedsits and 1 one
bedroom flat. Options include a remodel and
refurbishment for affordable rent, market rent or
outright sale
The potential redevelopment of 4 bungalows in
Levenshulme that have poor internal and energy
standards
Bringing the mothballed six cottages at Westwood
House back into use as affordable housing using
Disposal Proceeds Fund

Earlier in 2017 we acquired a lease for the Aquarius
Centre in Hulme from the Guinness Partnership. The
centre was an important community hub closing in 2016.
We will work with the local community to set up a new
management arrangement and re-open the centre as a
viable community facility.

In 2017/18 we are also progressing or considering proposals
for the conversion, sale or redevelopment of ad-hoc
properties owned by One Manchester in line with our Board
approach that will not result in a reduction in affordable
housing stock numbers. These include:
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Energy and Sustainability

We also carried out cavity wall and loft insulation works with
a total value of £373,540. One Manchester’s contribution
being only 40% – £149,416 with the remaining £224,124
grant funded.

In 2016/17 an energy efficiency and sustainability strategy
and action plan have been developed to help deliver
improvements to the energy performance of our stock;
increase energy awareness and tackle fuel poverty. In
support of this we have also delivered in-house carbon
literacy training to 60 members of staff and Board members.

We are part of the REX group. REX is a research exchange
and a current project is to analyse the different ways social
housing organisations decide how to invest in stock to
improve neighbourhoods, and what energy strategies are
being defined e.g. target SAP / EPC bands, Zero Carbon
targets, removal of gas.

Outputs of asset energy performance using CROHM
(Carbon Reduction Options for Housing Managers model)
is to be cross-referenced with the output of the APE model
to layer results of high fuel costs, low performing SAP rated
properties, low/negative NPV and poor sustainability across
our stock and give a further dimension to the investment
decision making process. It will allow us to target fuel poor
households and consider supplementary technologies
and materials that could be used to retrofit – to improve the
energy efficiency of homes and offices and help reduce fuel
bills. In 2016/17 a scheme including renewable energy has
been completed at Stamford Court using Ground Source
Heat Pumps (GSHP). Previous heat and hot water costs are
c£950 a year per flat – estimated costs with GSHP reduce this
to c£211 – an annual saving of c£739 per flat.

Waste and Recycling
In 2016/17 we developed our waste and recycling action
plan to be delivered over the next two years. We will
determine how we manage waste and recycling across our
own activities and also in the wider community where we
can advise, influence and support activity in conjunction with
partners. This activity impacts everyone and if not managed
well can have a detrimental effect on health, the environment
and on the appeal of the places we work and live. Waste itself
can be a valuable resource that can be re-used or recycled;
and increased recycling reduces costs and increases value
for money. In 2016/17 scrap metal generated an income
of £1,791 and we saved £3,964 on skip hire as we were not
charged for scrap metal skips.

Initial results from CROHM indicate:
• The average SAP rating of One Manchester’s stock is
currently 71.11 exceeding the national average of the
housing association sector 66.2
• The average carbon footprint of our stock is 2.74 tonnes
CO2 per year compared to the national average for the
sector of c4.5 tonnes CO2

Concierge
Eleven of our seventeen multi-storey properties had an
externally managed concierge system which cost circa
£250k per year with less than 50% of the costs recovered by
service charge. The concierge was successfully switched
off to a self managed system for the start of the new financial
year with a new cloud based fob management system
being set up.

The model will enable us to:
• Highlight households with the highest fuel costs,
defining measures (and cost of the measures) required
to help reduce fuel spend
• Highlight properties with high emissions and the
recommended measures to reduce CO2
• Extract the poorer performing SAP rated properties
and incorporate any additional retrofit measures into
planned programmes of work

In 2017/18 we will:
• Agree our approach to place plans with key partners
and community groups
• Pilot place based service delivery in three areas
• Improve the energy performance of our stock by adding
smart technology such as smart meters, ensuring that
customers have insulated, energy efficient homes and
greater control over their energy consumption and bills
• Focus on how we can improve the place in which we
work, together as a team

In winter 2016/17, in partnership with Bridgewater Surveyors,
we insulated 190 party walls for low income households.
The total fuel cost savings for all households is c£5,500 per
annum with lifetime fuel savings costs of £233,000 across
the measure’s 42 year lifespan. The annual carbon savings
attributable to all households is 28.6 tonnes per annum and
1,200 lifetime tonnes.
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Strategy 4 - Social Innovation and Partnership
This strategy will maximise the social value we deliver in our areas through our services
and procurement (things we buy or have done on our behalf), increasing the opportunities
available for our customers and communities. We will record and analyse the great projects
happening in our areas and the partnerships we have to deliver these, ensuring that we know
what is going on in each area and where we need to improve. We are constantly looking for
new partnerships and better ways of delivering services.
Social Value
The Group continued to measure the social value we create through projects using HACT’s Wellbeing Valuation methodology.
In 2016/17 there were 7 programmes with 57 active projects and 2,989 experiencing an outcome. The budget for the year in
terms of funding and staff hours was £810,694; social value generated £11,243,311 with the year end social return on investment
being £10,432,617 – a ratio of 1:13.9. This ratio is in line with HACT’s recommended number.
Our asset management schemes generated circa £32,633 of social value gains.

Table 5: asset management schemes and social value created
Scheme

Estimated social value

Estimated Social Value Impact

St Georges & Barrack Street
H&S Scheme

£5,049

Social value tender pledges
- 2 work placements
- Grant for St Georges Gardening Club
- 2 x Arts & Crafts Bird Box building sessions
- 2 x basic joinery sessions at the Men's Shed

Alex Park - Roofing Programme

£15,012

Social value tender pledges
- 2 GM Apprentice share placements
- Roofing repairs - Manley Park Play Centre
- Internal works including boiler replacement

Clayton - Roofing Programme

£11,348

Social value tender pledges
- Rolling work placements throughout contract
- Roofing repairs & internal works to scout hut
- Donation to local school

Openshaw/Beswick/Clayton –
Window & Doors Replacement and
Porches & Canopies

£1,224

Social value tender pledges
- One work placement
- Donation to growing East Manchester Project
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The following table demonstrates the social value generated by our Leaf and Royce new build projects:

Table 6: Leaf St/Royce Rd new build social value
Scheme

Estimated
social value

Financial value

Wellbeing valuation
(HACT)

Other commitments

Leaf Street &
Royce Road
schemes

£187,219.29

£26,857.29

£160,362

7 - school visits

- Community
investment fund

13 - work placements

224 - pupils reached

34 - candidates
received training

59% of workforce from
GM postcodes

6 - individuals gained
employment

61% of subcontract orders
from GM postcodes

17 - apprentices placed

Community Fund

In spring 2017, to establish a more consistent and coordinated approach to seeking social value from suppliers
to Greater Manchester housing providers, we established
a peer group of local providers that is working together to
analyse the social and economic impact of the combined
supply chain. This work will lead to the development of a
common framework for tracking and evaluating the social
value contribution of our suppliers. We have begun a
process of engagement to explore opportunities for joint
working towards shared social objectives.

When we launched One Manchester in April 2015, we
also launched our One Manchester Community Fund to
help support individuals and organisations to develop and
deliver socially innovative projects. In its first two years we
invested £200,000 in 111 fantastic community projects
which have benefitted more than 5,000 local people. These
projects have made a huge difference, improving the local
environment, bringing the community together, reducing
social isolation, and improving people’s wellbeing through
all kinds of different activities and support, ranging from
sport to creative arts, DIY to community shops.

Enterprise
We continue to drive the South Manchester Enterprise
Network (200+ members) in order to maintain valuable
partnerships with some of our area’s biggest employers
as well as SMEs and business start ups. It has proven to be
a unique combination of Corporate Social Responsibility
activity aimed at the local community, together with a
programme of useful business support, good practice ideas
and a regular lunchtime networking opportunity at local
venues. The business engagement has been an excellent
way to support our employability work in terms of work
placements and mock interviews.

The second year of our investment saw us get even more
members of the public involved in making decisions about
funding via our community soups. Based on a project
that’s had brilliant results in Detroit, we invited people and
groups with creative ideas that make a real difference in their
communities to pitch to a community audience at events held
in different parts of the city. After enjoying a bowl of soup (or
other hot food) and listening to the pitches, the audience
votes for the projects it thinks should get the funding. In
2016/17 we awarded £56k across 24 different projects that
are expected to realise a number of social outcomes.

In October 2016, and to build upon our existing business
support offer, we launched a new business network for
East Manchester which is helping build capacity among
local businesses and facilitate peer to peer support, as well
as increasing awareness and uptake of business support
services. There is emerging evidence – e.g. business to
business trading and pledges of help and financial support –
of members of the network supporting each other to increase
their skills and knowledge.
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Funded Projects

Culture

In 2016/17 our One Money team was awarded funding
to work as part of the Motiv8 project (Building Better
Opportunities Programme) which aims to tackle the root
causes of poverty, promote social inclusion and drive local
jobs and growth. Our One Money team leads the debt and
benefit service working in partnership with GM organisations
to assist participants to become financially resilient therefore
removing one of the main barriers for entering employment.
This brings in an income of c£45k per year (£135k over 3
years). This money compliments the European Social Fund
awarded to Manchester Athena in 2015/16, a consortium of
which we are a part, to deliver accredited employment and
training opportunities within Greater Manchester. Building
upon this we are exploring community mapping with a
range of partners including MCC, Manchester Metropolitan
University and Greater Manchester Mental Health Trust, to
coordinate data sharing and help ensure that we work in
partnership with local groups, making best use of local assets.
By doing this we are seeking to increase the efficiency of our
funding processes, as well as reducing the administrative
burden associated with managing funds for local groups.
The benefits of this work are expected to be realised and
quantified from the start of financial year 2017/18.

Heritage Lottery funding of £24k in 2015/16 – and a further
£6k in 2016/17 – supports the delivery of the ‘Hulme Sweet
Hulme’ project with over 60 residents who are producing
two films and a poem about Hulme from the 1960’s to current
day – enabling them to develop confidence and learn new
skills such as film making, scripting, editing and sound. Other
local partners have supported this project with donations of
office space for project headquarters and activities. ReelMcr,
the project delivery partner, has contributed many additional
unpaid hours to deliver an additional film that will make
use of the wealth of material provided by the many project
participants.
Year 2 of our 3 year ‘On Top of the World’ project funded
by £60k from the JP Getty Foundation and £2,900 from
the Royal Exchange was delivered in 2016/17. The aim
of the project is to reduce the social isolation of residents
in 4 multi-storey blocks in Hulme and Gorton. Residents
received regular outreach sessions including arts classes and
performance coaching leading to a performance in March
2017. Participants make cultural visits to theatres, galleries
and museums supported by our Cultural Ambassadors who
gave 180 person hours to support the project. The Cultural
Ambassadors gained ‘Community Link’ status with the Royal
Exchange last year which means they can access free shows
and workshops for a 12 month period.

Opportunities
Our Opportunities Team received the TPAS (Tenant
Participation and Advisory Service) Team of the Year 2016
award in recognition for the work they do in employability,
enterprise, youth and culture. Last year there were 3,500
visitors to our East Hub Employment Centre in addition to
services provided from The Place in Fallowfield and Turing
House in Hulme. We have worked with a broad range of
employers and training providers in a variety of sectors
including the security industry, nurseries, hotels, colleges and
retail. We have carried out targeted work with NEET (Not in
Education, Employment or Training) using customer data to
support them into jobs and apprenticeships. We have held
15 vocational training open days and 4 meet the employer
events. We now have a comprehensive enterprise offer to
make available a menu of support to local entrepreneurs,
micro, small and medium sized enterprise, strengthening
and investing in the local economy. The offer links customers
into all the existing provision in the area which they may not
otherwise have accessed.

We have developed an online portal to ensure that all
activities by staff can be monitored and reported to showcase
the work we do to support our communities. This will help
us better understand the impact of our work and target
resources where they are needed most.
In 2017/18 we will:
• Increase social value outcomes by 30%
• Ensure all procurement contracts are weighted with a
20% social value score
• Measure the impact of our social value and social
innovation and report this in an easy to understand way
• Increase enterprise support and activity on our areas
by 10%
• Develop social innovation pilots with partners

In 2016/17 we supported 217 people into jobs, 519 into
training, 61 volunteering opportunities, 53 work placements
and 540 young people into positive activities.
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Strategy 5 - Growth and Diversification
This strategy will enable us to increase the range and type of homes that we offer, allowing
us to meet customer demand in different ways, whilst contributing to Greater Manchester’s
growth and housing development strategy. Our aims are to help those with aspirations for
home ownership and to provide homes in the private rented sector that are of high quality
and available for the long term. We will ensure that all new housing developments are linked
into our place strategy so that the right opportunities for communities to grow and thrive are
built into planning.
Funding

Manchester Combined Authority. The following tables detail
planning against the 1,063 target to date.

In last year’s self-assessment we said we would reconstruct
our growth programme in 2016/17 in light of changed
funding. We have since had a successful HCA bid of £22.8m
Shared Ownership and Affordable Homes Programme
(SOAHP) grant funding and also secured £25m revolving
funding from our current funders.

The programme for the next 5 years is underpinned by the
HCA grant allocation with potential to bid for more grant
during the period.
The use of OJEU compliant frameworks has allowed One
Manchester to procure cost effective contractor and
consultant services in the delivery of our growth agenda.
This has saved on procurement, legal and contract fees as
well as providing cost effective appointments.

Our growth strategy includes the delivery of 1,063 new
homes – from 559 – over a five year period as per our
business plan. Good progress has already been made
with over 250 homes completed or on site and circa 268
due to start on site in 2017/18. Our programme has the aim
of providing new affordable homes of varying tenures to
existing or new customers, aligned to and supportive of the
residential growth and spatial strategies of MCC and Greater

Projects delivered
The following projects have been delivered since our April
2015 merger and mainstreamed into the business:

Table 7: building projects delivered since merger
Theme

Project

Units

Tenure

Complete

New homes (with grant)

Stanley Grove, Gorton

4

Affordable rent

June 17

Acquisitions

Osborne Road,
Levenshulme*

8

Market rent

March 17

Hamilton Lodge, Rusholme

24

Affordable rent

July 16

Abbey Hey Lane, Gorton

10

Market rent

October 15

Land Assembly

929 Ashton Old Rd,
Openshaw

February 17

*Osborne Road rents were projected to be an average of £122 per week but achieved £138 per week – an additional income
of £6,656 per annum.
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Projects 2017/18
At the time of writing the following projects are either on site or due to start on site in 2017/18 (subject to change):

Table 8: building projects on site/due to start 2017/18
Theme

Project

Units

Tenure

Complete

New homes (without grant)

Leaf/Royce, Hulme*

172

Market rent

October 17

New homes (with grant)

Columbine/Lees,
Openshaw**

34

10 shared ownership; 24
market rent

January 18

Rainshaw Lane, Gorton

10

Shared ownership

July 18

Stoneygate Walk, Openshaw

21

Rent to buy

January 19

Field St, Abbey Hey

8

Affordable rent

August 18

South St, Openshaw

26

11 shared ownership; 15
affordable rent

April 19

Oasis Centre, Gorton

26

Rent to buy

April 19

Chapel St, Levenshulme***

64

14 shared ownership; 50
rent to buy

January 19

Princess Rd, Moss Side

105

Rent to buy

January 19

Acquisitions

Brow House, Fallowfield

1

Market rent

April 18

Conversions

Springbridge Rd, Whalley
Range

5

Market rent

July 18

Grizebeck Close, Gorton

2

Affordable rent

November 17

Land Assembly

Grey Mare Lane, Beswick
Masterplan/Partnerships

***Chapel Street provides alternate pathways into
homeownership with both rent to buy and shared
ownership. We believe this was the first rent to buy scheme
to start on site in the Greater Manchester region. Rent to buy
offers tenants the ability to save a deposit during the initial
discounted rental period with the option of purchasing the
same property outright or on a shared ownership basis in
the future. The inclusion of HCA grant funding to deliver
rent to buy and shared ownership both stretches our overall
development capacity and enables grant to be recycled over
time into more new homes in the future.

*Through contractual obligations on our major development
in Hulme, Keepmoat have delivered 18 apprenticeships
directly or through sub-contractors to local residents. They
have also provided a further 40 work placements.
**Columbine/Lees is our first shared ownership scheme
which is an opportunity for local people to step into
homeownership with a lower deposit and mortgage
requirement than full ownership. Valuations and marketing
feedback is positive and we are hopeful of delivering
additional income to that originally projected.
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There have been some changes in planned tenure in table 8
above from last year. We have moved 31 units from market
rent to rent to buy and shared ownership as a reflection of
our move in the programme to affordable home ownership
products.

This reflects a change from a part apartment build to a solely
house site of 26 three bedroom homes. This was as a result
of market advice on the suitability and value strength of
apartments in that area.

Projects 2018+
Independent market research and valuation advice has
underpinned our decisions around tenure and type. One
scheme – Oasis Centre – has moved from 34 homes to 26.

The following projects have been identified as potential
schemes for 2018 and beyond.

Table 9: building projects for 2018 and beyond
Theme

Project

Units

Tenure

Complete

New homes (with grant)

Gorton Lane, Gorton

117

15 shared ownership; 102
rent to buy

January 20

Godley Ave/Ashton Old
Rd, Openshaw

14

Rent to buy

July 19

South St Phase 2,
Openshaw

18

Rent to buy

July 19

Indicative projects

363

Affordable rent; shared
ownership; rent to buy

Land Assembly

Masterplan/Partnerships

Future growth extends beyond HCA supported projects with potential to carry out wider regeneration through masterplanning
proposals, intervention in the private rented sector and through partnerships with other RP’s and partners.
The current total numbers in our growth programme, it continues to evolve each quarter, by tenure and cost are:

Table 10: current growth programme numbers
Tenure

Completed/
on site

17/18
starts

2018
onward

Total units

Budget*

%age of
programme

Affordable rent

28

25

15

68

£7m

5%

Shared ownership

10

35

c200

245

£33m

23%

Rent to buy

0

202

c297

499

£73m

51%

Market rent

215

5

0

220

£30m

21%

Total

253

267

512

1,032

£143m

*excludes Land Assembly
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Partnerships and Resources

development. Over the next 12 months we have external
support in place for the letting and management of our
market rent offer via Townhouse Lettings; and Plumlife will
provide shared ownership sales support on Columbine/
Lees. In 2017/18 we will develop our long term approach
to management of these tenures moving towards stronger
internal capacity and partnership structures. Our aim is to
compete for contracts or market services to landlords i.e. a
construct based on a private sector track record in lettings
and management and One Manchester repairs service.
We will also explore a route for residents to access a home
ownership ISA, either run by or facilitated by us, to assist
residents to ready themselves for home ownership deposits.

Delivery of our growth and place strategies will require us to
work with a range of partners either directly or through joint
venture arrangements. These will range from partnerships
with large developer/contractors to local companies. One
Manchester is central to discussions at a Greater Manchester
level on the potential for co-ordinated working by RP’s with
the combined authority on growth through a joint venture/
investment vehicle model. This will not preclude individual
partnerships but could provide investment and delivery scale
across Greater Manchester.
We said we would resource and develop new skills in
2016/17 and we have grown the in-house team by 100%
to deliver our projects. We have recruited an experienced
Head of Development (Member of the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors); two Development Managers; a Senior
Marketing Business Partner and a Commercial Manager who
will manage the introduction of new tenures, particularly rent
to buy, and oversee the external management arrangements
for market rent and shared ownership tenures. These
additions to the growth team are professionals in the sector
with commercial acumen and considerable experience of

In 2017/18 we will:
• Deliver 210 new homes during the year
• Embed the management of new tenures
• Develop our offer in the private rented sector to
complement and enhance our place plans
• Progress a partnership approach through
masterplanning

Replacement car park
and communal lighting with
LED fittings savings:
Manley Road £1119 by year 5
Burford Road £1965 by year 5
Hamilton Lodge £9204 by year 5
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Strategy 6 - Organisational Capacity
This strategy is designed to provide the right skills for colleagues to deliver their jobs effectively,
both now and in the future, taking into consideration the strategic goals of our organisation,
plus the specific requirements of individuals. We will ensure the effectiveness of our Board,
making sure they can hold us to account whilst we continue to deliver effective solutions for
our customers and places.
Company Structure

Reward and the One Manchester Way

We have reviewed our company structure and our Board
have agreed in principle to set up a property company,
later this year. This will allow us to manage properties
on behalf of third parties, market and sell properties if
they form part of a scheme, and deliver new commercial
services, although social housing will always be the vast
majority of what we do.

2016/17 saw the delivery of our Reward Strategy for staff.
Following extensive benchmarking work, there is now one
spot salary for all roles across the Group. All terms and
conditions have been agreed and all staff now have One
Manchester contracts.
In December 2016 we designed and launched the One
Manchester Way (OMW) – ACT. This sets out our agreed ways
of working that are needed to deliver our strategic priorities.
It provides clarity and consistency internally and externally
on the way that we do things and the standards of behaviour
that people can expect of us all. It will be embedded in all
that we do, will be understood by all and will inform decisions
about how to act in the future. Behaviour that doesn’t reflect
the OMW will be challenged and behaviour that does will be
recognised and celebrated.

Board Recruitment
We have developed a Board Succession plan (as we need to
recruit new Board members in 2017/18) that ensures current
and future recruitment to our Board is comprehensive,
rigorous and transparent. Board composition will not only
take into account the energy, experience, knowledge, skills
and personal attributes of current and prospective members
but will also take account of our business strategy. We have
developed a Board member skills and experience matrix that
includes competencies against five key themes – business
skills and experience; finance and audit; corporate services;
housing, care and support, property and development; and
customers and communities.

The One Manchester Way

Ambitious

Connected

Trustworthy

Passionate, determined, motivated.
We aim high and work hard to develop
ourselves and others - making life better
for people in Manchester. Resourceful
and creative, we face every challenge,
embrace change and get things done.

Collaborative, united, engaged.
Working closely with partners and each
other we deliver practical, imaginative
solutions that make a positive difference.
Together we find ways to build stronger,
healthier communities.

Honest, approachable, supportive.
We care for people and take
responsibility for our actions. We
act with integrity and if we get it
wrong, we learn from our mistakes
and put it right.
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Management Development Programme –
Leading Through Action
One Manchester needs to be confident of having the
leadership and management skills capacity required to
deliver our Strategic Plan, respond to new areas of business,
do more with less and break down silos. The leadership role
is changing and inspiring and engaging an agile, innovative,
productive workforce going forward is critical.
Heads of Service completed an Institute of Leadership and
Management Level 6 Award in 2016/17 so it is essential that
we now build the capability and effectiveness of the next
layer of management – our core group of middle managers,
collectively responsible for driving and motivating the
majority of the work that happens at One Manchester.

£23.5k
recurrent pension
provision savings

We are, in 2017/18, delivering a cross functional programme
to enable managers to mix and share ideas that aim to
achieve the following outcomes:
• Leaders have the knowledge, skills and behaviours to
deliver on One Manchester’s strategic objectives
• Leaders are flexible and adaptable as the needs of the
organisation and the people within it change and flex to
respond to new pressures and ways of doing things
• Leaders strive to deliver the highest standards and look
for ways to continuously improve, be more innovative
and commercial
• Leaders have the people management skills to coach
and inspire teams towards high performance, manage
poor performance and support staff with their learning
and development
• Leaders role model the OMW and help their team to
understand what it means for them, what they could do
differently and inspire them to strive to role model the
One Manchester Way themselves
• Leaders understand the wider needs of the business,
are ‘on message’ and use this knowledge to deliver
their service better
• Leaders are self-aware and focused on their
development. Leaders feel supported in their learning
and development and are empowered to seek out
opportunities to learn and to share learning
• Leaders are clear on the expectations of them in their
leadership role and confident in carrying it out

Office Locations
One Manchester currently has five office locations and it
has always been an early post merger plan to rationalise
our estate to meet our savings plan targets. In the last year
several options were considered which exclude our repairs
and maintenance operations which are delivered from one of
these sites. In summer 2016 an opportunity arose to purchase
Lovell House, existing office accommodation in Hulme, and
this was approved by Board. In 2017/18 we will relocate staff
from three of the five locations reducing our lease liabilities
by circa £200,000 from 2018/19 as identified in the business
plan. One Manchester will also own an asset with a known
value in a developing city centre fringe location. Also, as
the majority of staff will be working from one office, this is an
opportunity to reassess our operating model and develop
innovative ways of working to deliver our services.

The programme is being delivered by a new supplier to
One Manchester and, based on a competitive process, the
price was up to £15k lower than other bids and the package
includes design, line manager coaching and a launch event
at no extra cost. The supplier is also working with our Social
Value co-ordinator to discuss the delivery of the social value
aspect of this contract.

In 2017/18 we will:
• Implement a new company structure
• Deliver the management development programme
• Successfully relocate to Lovell House
• Recruit new Board members
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Strategy 7 - Financial Resilience
This strategy is designed to maximise our resources and achieve value for money throughout
the business whilst allowing us to deliver our strategic plan and business case. We will seek and
secure different funding options to support our home building programme and ensure that we
have robust financial processes in place. In addition to securing the financial resilience of One
Manchester, we will make sure that our customers are equipped with financial skills making
them better placed to make informed choices about their money. We will offer a service from
crisis through to savings to cover our customers’ needs.
Financial Performance
Overall the Group generated a surplus of £15.9m (2015/16 £9.3m). The main underlying improvement in the surplus of £6.6m
is largely as a result of our ongoing savings plan work now starting to come through in reduced costs and asset investment
gains. Management costs have reduced by £2.7m, reactive and planned maintenance by £1.3m and major repairs by £1.45m,
although this is really timing rather than a saving. Restructuring costs have reduced by £484k, noting that our 2016/17 accounts
still include one off costs of £1.94m. We have also realised an increase in the fair value of investment properties between the
two years of £2.86m.

Table 11: Summary table of One Manchester’s financial position, assets and performance
31st March
2016

2017

Highlights of Comprehensive Income

£'000

£'000

Turnover

57,001

55,745

(43,324)

(38,450)

Operating surplus

13,677

17,295

Surplus before actuarial gain / (loss)

9,298

15,860

Highlights of Asset Position

£'000

£'000

Fixed assets at cost

180,954

201,372

Debt drawn

125,613

121,147

Cash at bank and in hand

24,369

14,090

Net current assets

8,692

(7,931)

Revenue reserve

(35,754)

(14,233)

Number of homes in management – social housing

12,039

11,961

43

41

Operating costs

Number of homes in management – market rent
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Trends

Table 11: Summary table of One Manchester’s financial position, assets and performance (cont’d.)
31st March
2016

2017

Financial Statistics

2016

2017

Group operating surplus as % of turnover

24.0%

31.0%

Return on capital employed (ROCE)

8.4%

10.0%

Overheads as % of adjusted turnover

14.3%

13.9%

Rent losses (voids and bad debts as % of net rent and service
charge receivable)

1.4%

1.2%

Current rent arrears (gross arrears as % of net rent and service
charge receivable)

5.0%

5.5%

100.1%

100.1%

Average relet time in days

20.3

20.4

Net debt to turnover

1.76

1.92

Covenants

2016

2017

£14,301

£21,141

1.93

2.86

Debt per unit

£8,391

£8,963

Asset cover

298%

307%

Effective interest rate

5.62%

5.59%

Rent collected from current tenants % excluding current
arrears

EBITDA including major repairs capitalised (MRI)
EBITDA interest cover as per loan agreements
(Barclays & RBS)
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Trends

Assets – Balance Sheet Performance

Procurement

The financial position remains strong with assets now
shown in our financial statements at a cost of £201.3m (2016
£181.0m) and our social housing stock element of that at
£167.9m (2016: £ 170.5m); this compares to an underlying
market value (EUVSH- Existing Use Value-Social Housing)
of £371.8m (2016: £374m). The reduction in value reflects
RTB sales of 113 units. Non-social housing assets increased
reflecting 196 market rented properties in development at
the year end and a revaluation gain of £3.9m (2016: £1.0m).
These new properties were funded by operational and sales
cash flows with the debt reducing to £121.1m (2016: £125.6m)
after loan repayments of £4.5m (2016: £9.5m) from March
2016. The revenue reserve now shows an accumulated loss
of £14.2m (2016: £35.8m) as assets are now shown at cost
in the Financial Position statement. The forecast shows that
the surplus generated over the next five years will create a
positive revenue reserve position.

In 2016/17 we conducted a review of our materials and
stores. Eastlands Homes operated an in-house stores
model and an in-house procurement team on a ‘best
price and availability’ model. City South operated a ‘just
in time’ model via a procurement framework. We have
now consolidated the approach using the in-house stores
facility on an interim basis, sourcing materials through a
procurement framework, whilst we consider the longer
term options. As we spend c£1.4m on maintenance works
it is important that we are able to demonstrate VfM through
benchmarking and market testing, opening up supply to
open competition, establishing centrally set commercial
terms to leverage the volume purchasing power we have
as well as maximising social value. We also want to achieve
efficiencies through reducing non-productive time, reducing
back-office and transactional costs and manual processes.
We don’t just focus on the price of the product – our focus
is also on the operating efficiency of the supply chain model
itself as this is an area where maximum efficiencies can be
obtained. This interim arrangement allows us to ensure
we remain OJEU compliant; ensures better VfM via volume
discounts; provides access to local suppliers maximising our
social value impact and has the back up of an established
and specialist procurement team.

Operating Ratios and Global Accounts review
The last published HCA Global Accounts cover the period to
March 2016 and allow aspects of financial performance to be
compared against sector wide performance.
The core operating margin (a measure of profitability) shows
a marked improvement to 31.0% (2016: 24.0%) performing
well against the sector average of 27.6%. Our budget
planning for 2017/18 identifies a predicted operating margin
of 33.6%, reflecting both our savings work and well above
the sector norm. Rents and void performance improved
to 1.2% (2016: 1.4%) and performing strongly against the
approximate sector average of 2.4%.

In 2017/18 the procurement project is expected to deliver
£100k of savings which will be added to the £47k year on
year savings already shown in the business plan. The target
savings for procurement in 2017/18 was circa £400k. As a
result, the procurement project will be extended into the
following year where identified projects will deliver the
anticipated saving. Not having made the expected savings
in this project has not impacted the bottom line figures of
the business savings plan (which is currently exceeding
expectation) due to other areas saving more than anticipated.

Treasury ratios demonstrate performance against our
financial covenants agreed with our joint funders at merger.
EBITDA-MRI is a measure of ability to cover debt interest with
very strong performance at 2.86 (2016: 1.93) against our
funder’s measure of 1.0 and the sector average of 1.70. Debt
per unit identifies further borrowing capacity. The between
year increase to £8,963, (2016: £8,391) is significantly below
our funder’s maximum of £20,000 and follows the agreed
debt repayment profile with funders of £4.5m repaid in year.
This compares strongly to the sector average of £24,299.
This allows significant debt capacity for our growth plans.
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Income Collection

The objectives of the above are the continued provision of
affordable 1 bed accommodation to single people under
35 to alleviate increasing homelessness in the city; the
supporting of tenants into volunteering, training and long
term employment; the provision of exit options for us and
our customers should a tenancy prove to be unaffordable
and unsustainable and mixed and sustainable communities.
In addition, One Manchester’s potential financial loss is
minimised by enabling us to continue to let 1 bedroom
properties to under 35’s in the future.

Leaseholder debt fell by £118k in 2016/17 and rent collected
from current and former tenants increased by 0.31%. Again,
the introduction of the new housing management system
proved more challenging than expected for the Income
Recovery Service. Despite this we still achieved over 100%
rent collection. New processes are being put in place for
2017/18 which will see accounts being managed much
more closely to real time as opposed to on a weekly basis.
Automated actions are being introduced for low level arrears
and initiatives are being introduced to reduce the number of
repeat customer contacts.

Last year we said we would develop a new approach to
financial inclusion, advice, engagement and information.
We have a newly branded awarding winning (Team of the
Year Northern TPAS awards) One Money team – a dedicated
team that can help residents get the most out of their
money. Residents can access immediate assistance over the
telephone via our triage system. The team offers advice and
assistance on debt, benefits, welfare reform and savings. In
addition to the Motiv8 project (see ‘social innovation and
partnership’ on page 25) we have an ongoing commitment
to four other organisations to assist their service users by
providing 4-6 weeks of intervention. This has included
budgeting courses, opening bank accounts for people who
are in hostels and a sewing class to teach basic budgeting
skills whilst upcycling clothes and furnishings.

In 2016/17, we carried out a project to review the effectiveness
of the style of letters we use for those in arrears, carrying out
a trial of letters using behavioural insight techniques. We
found that different styles of letters led to differing outcomes.
Supportive letters led to more contacts but fewer payments
whilst harder letters led to a spike in payments when the
letter was received. We used the learning from this project
to revise the content and aim of each of our standard letters.

Welfare Reform and Financial Inclusion
We, with our customers, continue to face the challenge of
welfare reform. From April 2019, any single people under 35
claiming Universal Credit will only be able to claim housing
cost allowance at the shared accommodation rate which in
our areas of Manchester equates to £67.20 per week. As
the weekly rent level for approximately 97% of our 1 bed
accommodation is above this level, almost 3,000 of our 1
bed homes could become unaffordable for the under 35’s.
To address this issue and to provide a financial safety net for
both incoming customers and One Manchester, we have
developed the following options:

In 2017/18 we plan to launch a One Manchester furniture
scheme redirecting the money we currently invest in an
external discount scheme. Our tenants will have access
to free or inexpensive furniture which will be donated or
purchased cheaply via the furniture reuse network. We
also want added value through volunteering and potential
apprenticeship opportunities and upcycling projects to
reduce social isolation.

Sharers scheme
In 2016/17 we developed our sharers scheme. By splitting
the rent on 2 bedroom properties, under 35’s have access to
properties that would otherwise be unavailable to them. We
are also providing support ranging from money management
advice to employability support.

We now have two community shops operating in our
neighbourhoods. One, the Anson shop, celebrated its
first birthday this year and is run by volunteers and has 83
members. The shop acts as a hub for the community and
not only provides access to affordable healthy food but also
reduces social isolation. Members are able to choose food
items that would usually cost £12 for only £2.50 with most
food donated by local stores, reducing the amount of food
ending up in landfill.

Fixed term tenancies
Board have approved the use of 3 year fixed term tenancies
for non-working applicants for properties with rent levels
above the shared accommodation rate. The tenancy is
accompanied by an employment support assessment/
action plan with which the tenant must engage. Subject to
affordability checks, we will let to an applicant who has to
make up a small shortfall of no more than £5.

We continue to work with local schools to offer advice to
parents on changes to the welfare benefits system as well as
basic budgeting skills.
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Our ongoing work with United Utilities has saved 761
customers a total of £163,513 – an annual average saving of
£214.87 per household.

We have invested £6k with the South Manchester Credit
Union to set up a One Money loan scheme for our most
vulnerable customers. Our aim is to assist customers in a
crisis as an alternative to pay day lenders. It also includes a
savings element to help change behaviour from borrowing
to savings.

One Manchester has taken the lead on a Manchester wide
financial inclusion conference ensuring that all organisations
are learning and supporting customers in the most effective
way.

Whilst we continue to take local authority Troubled Families
referrals the numbers more than halved last year although
the outcomes for families are good. We assisted 10 families
which helped regain control of debts worth £72,344,
secured £65k of benefits and generated an income of £5k.

There are still some differences between legacy EH and
CSM service charges e.g. EH customers pay for grounds
maintenance as part of a service charge and CSM customers
do not. A project is currently in progress to review and deliver
aligned service charges and will be completed by January
2018.

Other 2016/17 highlights of the One Money team are:
• Total benefit gains £1,234,653 including charity awards
for 44 people totalling £19k and £59,193 in Personal
Independence Payments
• Total debt dealt with £732,683 including:
• £75,954 water bill arrears
• £198,880 unsecured credit product arrears
• £28,337 telephone debt
• £82,443 rent arrears
• £19,269 electricity debt
• £65,929 council tax arrears
• Bailiff action stopped – 15
• Bank accounts opened – 32
• Home insurance policies – 37

In 2017/18 we will:
• Ensure One Manchester meets its business plan
• Ensure service charges are rationalised across
the Group
• Collect 100.5% of rent due
• Engage with customers to ensure they are aware of
financial products and can access affordable finance
and credit options
• Develop a modern procurement approach which meets
the savings plan and social value targets

1898 volunteer
hours given to our
community
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Performance, Costs and Benchmarking
Global accounts – headline social housing cost per unit
In June 2016 the HCA revisited its approach to demonstrating
VfM and cost efficiency across the sector by identifying five
individual cost indicators and a sixth summary indicator,
the headline social housing costs per unit (HSHCPU).
Each housing association was provided with its own
analysis based on 2014/15 Global Accounts to assess its
relative sector wide efficiency. As this was the year prior to
merger Eastlands Homes and City South Manchester were
presented independently although we made a proxy for
the combined organisation (in grey in the table below).

The modelled position for One Manchester at £3,624 per
unit was a position just above the median cost or middle
position against the sector wide median of £3,549 (upper
quartile at £4,300 and lower quartile at £3,190).
We have now used the 2015/16 consolidated Global
Accounts (GA) unit costs to compare our performance (OM)
against the previous proxied year; against our prediction
for 2015/16 and against the sector average and median as
demonstrated in table 12.

Table 12: Global Accounts comparison
Headline
social
housing CPU

Management
CPU

Service charge
CPU

Maintenance
CPU

Major
repairs CPU

Other social
housing
costs CPU

OM Target 15/16

2.82

1.27

0.20

0.76

0.32

0.27

OM 15/16 & trend
vs 14/15 below

3.14

1.28

0.20

0.77

0.60

0.30

OM proxy for
14/15

3.62

1.05

0.21

0.88

1.41

0.07

GA average
15/16

3.96

1.04

0.53

1.00

0.88

0.52

OM variance from
GA average

-0.82

+0. 24

-0.33

-0.23

-0.28

-0.22

GA median 15/16

3.55

1.02

0.37

0.98

0.81

0.26

OM variance from
GA median

-0.41

+0.26

-0.17

-0.21

-0.21

+0.04

At the consolidated level, the sector has a median HSHCPU
of £3,549 and an average of £3,959. One Manchester’s
HSHCPU for 2015/16 is £3,140 – £409 below the sector
median and £819 below the average. Our target HSHCPU
was £2,821 which was missed by £319 – largely due to our
major repairs CPU which, whilst decreasing from £1410
to £600, did not reach the published £320 target. This is
because the target did not include capitalised major repairs
costs – if it had the target would have been £597. The target
for the other four indicators was broadly met.

The overall HSHCPU reduction is very positive and it is worth
noting that the outturn includes one off staff restructuring
costs of £2.428m included in the ‘other’ social housing CPU
component.
We have carried out further analysis for 2015/16 of our
Global Accounts rank at consolidated group level comparing
ourselves against other Registered Providers (RP’s) and Large
Scale Voluntary Transfers (LSVT’s).
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Table 13: Global Accounts rankings
Group

OM headline social
housing CPU/rank

Lowest social housing
CPU in group

Highest social housing
CPU in group

All RP’s

3.14 – 51st of 240

2.02

25.19

All LSVT’s

3.14 – 32nd of 107

2.22

6.60

LSVT 7-12 years

3.14 – 6th of 27

2.30

6.59

LSVT North West

3.14 – 6th of 24

2.54

5.28

All North West

3.14 – 11th of 43

2.54

5.28

LSVT 7-12 years North West

3.14 – 3rd of 8

2.54

4.34

This compares One Manchester’s HSHCPU against all RP’s and all LSVT’s but also against region and comparator organisations
in age as the HCA found that half the variation in costs can be explained by several key factors. These include the age of stock
transfers (RP’s have different costs as they mature); regional wages; the level of supported housing; housing for older people;
neighbourhood deprivation and decent homes work. It is encouraging to see that in four of the six groups One Manchester
ranks in the top quarter.
In addition we have compared ourselves as a group to the organisation which is the median in the consolidated unit costs data
as another reference point. We compare favourably to the median organisation which is South Liverpool Homes - a North West
LSVT > 12 years.

Table 14: Global Accounts – One Manchester v median organisation
Headline social
housing CPU

Management
CPU

Service
charge CPU

Maintenance
CPU

Major repairs
CPU

Other social
housing CPU

SLH

3.55

1.41

0.12

1.01

0.78

0.22

OM

3.14

1.28

0.20

0.77

0.60

0.30

The table and graph below details the actual HSHCPU for 2015/16, our predicted value for 2016/17 and budgeted and business
plan estimates for 2017/18 to 2021/22. Based on this we would anticipate our costs remaining below the sector median.
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Table 15: HCA Unit Cost Measures – actual and projected to 2021/22
Actual

Draft
Accounts

Budget

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Business Plan

Total social housing CPU

£3,140.04

£2,581.72

£2,562.95

£2,789.85

£3,222.20

£3,201.81

£3,292.07

Management CPU

£1,282.25

£1,062.62

£1,055.96

£1,015.05

£960.89

£941.40

£961.00

Service charge CPU

£198.44

£215.45

£199.65

£205.83

£224.41

£224.38

£229.32

Maintenance CPU

£765.43

£665.16

£625.57

£640.11

£666.58

£671.84

£685.88

Major Repairs CPU

£597.14

£392.61

£532.19

£768.91

£1,166.10

£1,147.40

£1,220.45

£296.79

£245.88

£149.59

£159.95

£204.20

£216.79

£195.43

12,039

11,961

11,866

11,965

11,921

12,191

12,167

Other social housing CPU

Stock numbers

HCA Cost Per Unit Measures for One Manchester
£3,500.00
£3,500
£3,000.00
£3,00
£2,500.00
£2,500
Total social housing CPU
£2,000.00
£2,00

Management CPU
Service charge CPU

£1,500.00
£1,500

Maintenance CPU
Major Repairs CPU

£1,000.00
£1,000

Other social housing CPU

£500.00
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The years 2015/16 to 2016/17 are considered in more detail with a specific comparison against the median 7-12 year LSVT
grouping (consolidated level) in the table below.

Table 16: HCA Unit Cost Measures – comparison with 7-12 YRS LSVT grouping
HCA Global
Accounts - Median
LSVT 7-12YRS

One Manchester

2015/16

Predicted
2015/16

2015/16
Actual

2016/17
Pre-audit
Outturn

Predicted
2016/17

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Headline social housing CPU

3.50

2.82

3.14

2.58

2.44

Management CPU

0.94

1.27

1.28

1.06

1.10

Service Charge CPU

0.24

0.20

0.20

0.22

0.22

Maintenance CPU

0.98

0.76

0.77

0.67

0.67

Major Repairs CPU

1.10

0.32

0.60

0.39

0.46

Other CPU

0.15

0.27

0.30

0.25

0.00

We predicted that the delivery of savings and the timing of the
savings plan together with embedding those savings in our
budgets would see a marked reduction in the management
CPU for 2016/17 and we have achieved a reduction from
£1,282 to £1,062. The benchmark figure (median LSVT 7-12
years) is the figure we aspire to achieve. Maintenance costs
are already performing well but we anticipate further cost
reduction in 2017/18. Our service charge costs are below
the median and we continue to monitor them against best
practice in the sector but maintaining a focus on local service
needs.

At a more refined LSVT 7-12 years level the median HSHCPU
is £3,496. One Manchester’s HSHCPU at £3,140 is £356
below the sector LSVT 7-12 year median and £484 less than
the 2014/15 proxy value of £3,624. This is a between year
decrease of 13.4%. The 2016/17 accounts are currently
subject to external audit and sign off. From our planning
and detailed review our draft 2016/17 HSHCPU is £2,582
and, as a reasonableness test, our budget prediction in last
year’s VfM self-assessment for 2016/17 was £2,440 as shown
above.
The marked improvement in outturn between 2015/16 and
2016/17 reflects our predicted direction of travel from last
year’s self-assessment, savings and business plan. As noted
at that point – in 2015/16 we picked up additional merger
running costs, both in running broader estate, ICT systems
and staffing duplication.
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Between years major repairs is driven by business plan
budgets and profiles linked to the agreed annual work
programme and there is a reduction in the major repairs CPU
for 2016/17. However, major repairs spend remains the most
variable CPU and given the tragic event at Grenfell Tower, the
emerging and ongoing issues with over-cladding is likely to
see a marked increase in costs over and above the budget
quoted in table 15 above in both 2017/18 and 2018/19.
These costs will be clearly identified.

The savings plan and its profile is a key driver in understanding
our cost reduction with a cumulative £5.9m achieved by
March 2017 climbing to £7.4m by March 2018 against the
overall target of £9.08m. We understand that the impact
of the -1% rent cut will be driving costs down against the
sector and we will maintain a close eye on median and sector
averages that will be moving downwards. Whilst our current
position is positive it is important to benchmark our position
and performance as quickly as we can.

Other social housing CPU is the other key reconciling item.
Our year end outturn includes exceptional and unplanned
costs of £1,944k – £329k of staff salary realignment
(conclusion of merger salary differences) and £1,615k of office
and fittings write downs ahead of the office consolidation.

In 2016/17 eight major
schemes were tendered.
Taking the lowest successful
tender price from the
average tender price we
achieved overall savings of
£503,959.20.

Our residents benefited
from £419,812 worth of
equipment for aids and
adaptations. Our contribution
was 40% - £167,925 - with the
remaining £251, 887 funded
by the local authority.
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HouseMark Performance 2016/17
We continue to compare our costs and performance through
HouseMark to identify where our results are higher or lower
compared to relevant peer groups – and also compared to

our own previous results – and the reasons for any variance.
It enables us to make informed decisions as to what action – if
any – to take in response.

These icons show which of the four HouseMark groups our results fall into:
Group 1:
Good

Group 2:
Above median

Group 3:
Below median

This year, we have benchmarked our results against two
specific groups. As part of our commitment to transparency
we have used the same bespoke peer group used in previous
years of other urban organisations with in-house repairs teams
(as of July 21 organisations had submitted performance data)
and also, for consistency with our Global Accounts analysis,

Group 4:
Poor

with LSVT’s 7-12 years old (18 organisations had submitted
performance data). The following results are based on
performance data for 2016/17 alongside our actual cost data
for 2016/17 – compared to other organisations’ cost data of
2015/16 uplifted by 2% (RPI rate September 2016).

The table below shows our 2015/16 results (the first year of One Manchester’s existence); our 2016/17 results and trend; the
median result for both peer groups for 2016/17 and our HouseMark group within that peer group where available.

Table 17: HouseMark performance comparison
Urban DLO
Median/Our
Group

LSVT 7-12
Years Median/
Our Group

12.02%

10.07%

10.93%

5.25%

4.75%

4.79%

5.33%

Adjusted turnover IT and
communications

3.44%

2.36%

2.49%

2.45%

Adjusted turnover finance

2.49%

1.84%

1.29%

1.59%

Adjusted turnover office premises

2.69%

3.07%

0.99%

1.41%

OM
15/16

OM
16/17

Overheads as % of adjusted turnover

13.87%

Adjusted turnover central overheads

Performance Indicator

OM
Trend

Overheads
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Table 17: HouseMark performance comparison - continued
Urban DLO
Median/Our
Group

LSVT 7-12
Years Median/
Our Group

£548.75

£439.63

£442.10

£207.54

£198.39

£130.03

£138.24

Lettings cost per property

£111.04

£71.60

£71.79

£67.93

Tenancy management cost per property

£94.01

£144.12

£95.86

£98.99

ASB cost per property

£93.43

£61.09

£62.99

£55.06

Resident Involvement cost per property

£76.91

£73.56

£60.11

£58.73

Rent collected-current & former tenants
as % rent due

100.09%

100.4%

99.84%

100.05%

Rent arrears-current & former-written
off as % rent due

0.01%

0.00%

0.66%

0.27%

Evictions due to rent arrears as a %
of all tenancies

0.35%

0.25%

0.36%

0.30%

Average relet time in days
(standard relets)

20.33

20.41

21.96

21.62

Rent loss due to voids

0.58%

0.46%

1.04%

0.69%

Tenancy turnover rate

5.64%

4.22%

8.06%

7.72%

OM
15/16

OM
16/17

Total cost per property - housing
management

£582.93

Rent arrears and collection cost per
property

Performance Indicator

OM
Trend

Housing Management

Rent collection and arrears

Void Management
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Table 17: HouseMark performance comparison - continued
Urban DLO
Median/Our
Group

LSVT 7-12
Years Median/
Our Group

£807.86

£785.74

£793.07

£754.54

£823.03

£1,438.49

£1,476.18

Average SAP rating

74.10

71.11

72.09

71.35

% dwellings with a valid gas safety
certificate

100%

99.99%

100%

100%

Total cost per property - estate services

£179.44

£188.10

£163.18

£151.10

Staff turnover

33.28%

12.97%

11.06%

14.40%

Average number of days lost to sickness

10.17

10.59

10.19

8.9

OM
15/16

OM
16/17

Total cost per property - responsive
repairs & void works

£922.53

Total cost per property - major works &
cyclical maintenance

Performance Indicator

OM
Trend

Repairs and Maintenance

Capacity

Overheads

Housing Management

Overheads are broadly following the direction of the savings
plan and also reflect the improvement in the management
cost per unit. The reason office costs increased is due to our
purchase of our new office accommodation at Lovell House.
We are in a transition phase during which we will vacate
currently occupied space throughout 2017/18.

It is encouraging that our total cost per property, whilst
group 4 performance, has decreased overall by £34.18. This
is, in part, a reflection of the post merger restructures and
efficiencies programme. Another factor is our increased
focus on cost and time apportionment of specific roles
which has seen every sub-cost within housing management
decrease other than that of tenancy management which
will be rigorously scrutinised in 2017/18. However, this
year HouseMark provided an illustrative base activity split
for generic housing management staff and, whilst we don’t
fully operate generically, our tenancy management cost
accounts for 26.2% of the total housing management cost –
HouseMark’s split for tenancy management also being 26%.
Our lettings and ASB costs are around both medians; resident
involvement slightly higher but reflecting our commitment to
this area of work and our significant Culture agenda.
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we can positively influence customer behaviour. Our first
focus in 2017/18 will be anti-social behaviour – not only how
we can use the theory to prevent it but also to influence those
experiencing low level nuisance to be less dependent on us
for intervention.

Our rent arrears and collection costs have reduced by £9.15
but remain high compared to our peers. Both CSM and EH
had historically high costs as both had front loaded their
income service in preparation for welfare reform and the roll
out of universal credit – the objective being to protect our
viability and financial resilience. We accept that this situation
is unlikely to change in the forseeable future as we expect
Income Officers’ workload to increase when universal credit
full service rolls out from autumn 2017. However, we do
not envisage recruiting additional staff as we are currently
developing more efficient and effective modern ways of
working – for instance, process automation and patchless
working.

Rent Collection and Arrears
Rent collection from current and former tenants increased by
0.31% - Group 1 performance. As referred to above, income
collection is fundamental to our financial viability. The roll
out of universal credit has the potential to increase the actual
rent we need to collect (non-housing benefit) from 46% to
75% or from £22.5m to £36.7m. Following the introduction
of the new housing management system we are developing
processes to reduce waste by targeting our resources where
they are needed and increasing staff agility through mobile
working. We are also developing predictive arrears reporting
that will enable early intervention for those not yet in arrears.

We will, in 2017/18, consider if our housing management
services can be provided more efficiently from our new office
base through delivery of more than one service at a time;
mobile working and better logistics; flexible working hours
and locations that better suit customers and staff. Staff time
is valuable and we need to make the best use of it. There
will be a specific focus on tenancy management. Tenants
need to be clear about their responsibilities and we need to
proactively manage through tenancy audits and appropriate
support. We are also progressing our curiosity in ‘nudge
theory’ as an additional housing management tool i.e. how

No housing related debt was written off in the last financial
year. However, a One Manchester write off policy has
recently been approved and, whilst currently Group 1
performance, we expect a proportion of bad debt, provided
for in our accounts, to be written off in 2017/18.
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Void Management

schemes; continued roofing programmes; replacement
boilers; communal area improvements (decoration and
electrical); replacement communal doors; highways
improvements; asbestos removal and external LED lighting
to car park areas.

Our properties remain in high demand with the average
number of bids per property advertised being 135 and
first offer acceptance at 62.7%. Our average relet time has
increased slightly by 0.08 to 20.41 days. Tenancy turnover
has decreased by 1.42% to 4.22% and void rent loss has
decreased by 0.12% to 0.46% – both Group 1 performance.
This, together with our rent collection performance, indicates
that we are effectively dealing with the impact of welfare
reform as predicted impacts included a reduction in cash
collection; an increase in tenancy turnover and a reduction in
demand for larger homes.

Our average SAP rating has been adjusted following a
CROHM assessment of our stock to 71.11 from 74.10. Our
long term aim is to raise the SAP rating of all homes to a
minimum of 69 and in the longer term to 75 or energy rating
band ‘C’. The percentage of properties with a valid gas
safety certificate fell by 0.01% - this equating to one property
without a valid LGSR at year end.

Repairs and Maintenance

Our estate services costs increased slightly by £8.66. We
continue to choose to provide high level estate services to
our multi-storey blocks and neighbourhoods with dedicated
cleaning and caretaking teams. We have invested significantly
in our teams in recent years – NVQ’s in Facilities Management
and Grounds Maintenance – to not only develop a service
that could potentially be sold in future but to also develop
a model to deliver facilities management to our new market
rented schemes.

Our repairs and maintenance costs fell by £114.67 per unit
and moved us from lower quartile performance to Group
3 and also much closer to the median positions of our two
peer groups (differences of just £22.12 and £14.79). We
anticipate this trend continuing as we progress the next
steps of our repairs project – notably through more efficient
use of resources; a reduction in follow on work/2nd visits;
development of our response to areas of high repairs demand
and a reduction in dependency on the repairs service for
minor repairs.

Capacity
Staff turnover has reduced significantly by 20.31%. However,
2015/16 performance was influenced by our Voluntary
Exit Scheme; senior staff rationalisation and organisational
restructure. We believe that current performance
demonstrates the success of our Organisational Capacity
Strategy in that we have a highly skilled, well motivated and
supported workforce that wants to work for One Manchester
and our communities. The average number of days lost to
sickness increased slightly by 0.42 days as a result of several
long term sickness absences.

Whilst our major works and cyclical maintenance costs
increased by £68.49 per unit, our performance remains
upper quartile (Group 1) and significantly so compared to our
peers. The urban-DLO median cost is £615.46 higher and
the LSVT 7-12 years group is £653.15 higher.
In 2016/17 One Manchester spent £4.7m on our investment
programme. Schemes completed included roofing schemes;
window and door replacements; electrical upgrades and
boiler replacements. The overall investment budget for
2017/18 is £6.31m. Major schemes defined using the APE
models for this financial year include various structural repair

Sector Scorecard
One Manchester has signed up to the sector scorecard to
collaborate, share data and broaden our benchmarking base.
The sector scorecard is the name for a set of 15 efficiency
indicators proposed by the Efficiency Working Group with the
aim that these indicators become a mainstream benchmark
of efficiency and effectiveness across the sector as the data
used is as consistent and comparable as is possible. We are,
at the time of producing this self-assessment, awaiting the
results of the analysis.
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One Manchester’s gains in 2016/17
Overview area

Description

VfM gain 16/17
£’000

Future gain if
appropriate

Value created

Expenditure Savings
These are areas where
we have made a
recurrent or one off
saving for the business
going forward – either
through changes in the
way we work, savings,
time savings , tenders,
how we work or by
working more effectively
with others.

Annual recurrent staff cost saving

3,530

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

Void performance savings against
budget

272

One off

Reduced cost to
the business

Bad debt performance against
budget

378

One off

Reduced cost to
the business

Savings on insurance costs
through re-tender process

235

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

General departmental budget
savings including move to single
ICT platform

519

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

Relicensing of desktop software

21

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

Renegotiation of 3rd party ICT
support & maintenance

30

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

New out of hours service provider

30

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

New fleet fuel efficiency

9

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

Charge waived for scrap metal
skips

4

One off

Reduced cost to
the business

Tender process savings on
Management Development
Programme provision

15

One off

Reduced cost to
the business &
future business
efficiency

Annual pension savings

23

Recurrent

Reduced cost to
the business

ASB database savings

4

Recurrent

Same service at a
reduced cost

Caretakers now carry out
previously outsourced work

10

Will recur
£ unknown

Same service at a
reduced cost

Tender process savings on 8 major
works schemes

504

One off

Reduced cost to
the business

Switch to in-house 5 year electrical
testing

11

Will recur
£ unknown

Same service at a
reduced cost

Total Expenditure Savings

£5,595,000
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Overview area

Description

VfM gain 16/17
£’000

Future gain if
appropriate

Value created

Income Generated
These are areas of
activity where we have
secured new business
or sourced other areas
of funds, e.g. grants
to support our inhouse projects, asset
investment or support
for our communities.

SOAHP grant funding

22,800

Spread over
several years

New build /
development
programme grant

Income from grounds maintenance
contracts
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Recurrent

Income from sale
of services

Grant funding for insulation works

224

One off

Improvement
project subsidy

Scrap metal income

2

One off

Income

One Money Motiv8 project
income/funding

45

Recurrent (3
years)

Community
benefits & income
for business

Osbourne Road rents – actual v
projected

6

Recurrent

Additional
income against
budget

Troubled Families income
generated

5

Will recur £
unknown

Income

Telephone mast income

97

Will recur £
unknown

Income

Solar panel income

65

Will recur £
unknown

Income

LA funding for aids and
adaptations work for tenants

252

Will recur £
unknown

Increased quality
of life for tenants

Total Income Generated

£23,547,000
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Overview area

Description

VfM gain 16/17
£’000

Future gain if
appropriate

Value created

Community
These are areas where
we have worked with
a range of community
groups to either secure
grants for them or to
work on projects where
they are the direct
financial beneficiary
including energy
savings. It also includes
work where we have
helped our community
to access additional
benefits, protect
their income, or offer
practical support to
help them manage their
budgets. We also look at
life skills, training, culture
and education.

Energy savings to tenants as result
of switch to Ground Source Heat
Pumps @ Stamford Court

11

Potential
recurrent

Reduced energy
bills

Energy savings to tenants as result
of party wall insulation

5

Potential
recurrent

Reduced energy
bills

Social return via Wellbeing
Valuation methodology

10,433

Will recur £
unknown

Community
benefits

Social value gains through asset
management schemes

32

Will recur £
unknown

Community
benefits

Tenant support – benefit
entitlement (via One Money team)

1,235

Will recur £
unknown

Improved
customer finances

Tenant support – total debt dealt
with including rent arrears & bills
(via One Money team)

733

Will recur £
unknown

Improved
customer finances

Asset team pro bono services
(social value)

10

One off

Community
benefits

Total Community Gains

£1,984,000

Total Social Value

£10,475,000

Our mission is:
Creating opportunities.
Transforming communities.
Changing lives.
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